BSCI/BSCCT 2016 Spring meeting

“A multimodality meeting with an emphasis on cross-sectional cardiac imaging”

Thursday 5th – Friday 6th May 2016,
Post Graduate Centre, Queen Elizabeth Hospital Birmingham,
Birmingham B15 2GW
Thursday 5th May

8:30 Registration
8:50 Welcome
Ben Holloway (meeting organiser) and Ed Nicol (BSCI/BSCCT President)

9:00 Hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM)
Demonstration of the role of imaging in the diagnosis of HCM. Core imaging features and an approach to the more challenging equivocal cases will be covered as well as the role of imaging in therapy.

HCM - Clinical challenges where imaging helps
Lynn Williams. Papworth

Core echo features of HCM
Navroz Masani. Cardiff

HCM diagnosis on MRI
Saidi Mohiddin. London

CT assessment and image guided intervention of HCM
Robert Cooper. Liverpool

Challenging HCM cases presentation 3-4 cases
William Bradlow. Birmingham

11:00 Break

11:30 Imaging for cardiac devices
A case based session describing the role of imaging in the workup, placement and post procedure appearances of cardiac devices

Echo: Role in device placement in defects and appendages
Rick Steeds. Birmingham

Imaging of left atrial appendage occlusion
Simon Padley. London

Plugging the hole: imaging for defect and fistula closure
Aparna Deshpande. Leicester

12:40 Gold sponsors session
Toshiba, Siemens

13:10 AGM (lunch for non members)

13:30 Lunch and poster viewing

14:10 Imaging in Adult Congenital Heart disease (ACHD)
A survival guide for those who infrequently encounter patients with congenital heart disease.

The growing importance of ACHD
Sara Thorne. Birmingham

Strategy for tackling the unexpected case
Helen Mathias. Birmingham

Coarctation & Tetralogy of Fallot: post operative findings on MRI & CT
James Shambrook. Southampton

Univentricular system – normal findings and imaging challenges.
Lucy Hudsmith. Birmingham
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15:40  Break
16:10  ACHD Quiz  
Nicky Edwards. Birmingham
16:30  Key note lecture. Imaging in Paediatric and Adult Congenital Heart Disease - Past, Present and Future  
Kelly Han. Minneapolis Heart Institute, The Children’s Heart Clinic at the Children’s Hospitals and Clinics of Minnesota, Minneapolis, USA
17:15  Closing comments
19:30  Course dinner Asha. Central Birmingham. www.ashauk.co.uk

Friday 6th May
9:00  Video cases, oral presentations and poster prize
10:30  Gold sponsors session  
Heartflow, GE
11:00  Break
11:30  Cardiac CT - hot topics  
An appraisal of the latest advances in cardiac CT with an emphasis on the current evidence and future expectations.
Cardiac CT for acute chest pain in the inpatient - latest evidence  
Oliver Gosling. Taunton
Outcome based research and prognostication in Cardiac CT  
Prof David Newby. Edinburgh
Plaque imaging  
Ronak Rajani. London
13:00  Lunch and poster viewing
13:45  Imaging in aortic disease  
A demonstration of the role of imaging in aortic disease from diagnosis to surgical and interventional management
The aorta - a surgical perspective  
Jorge Mascaro. Birmingham
Inherited and inflammatory aortopathy  
Srikanth Iyengar. Wexham Park
Post operative pitfalls on CT  
Caroline McCann. Liverpool
15:15  Closing comments

Whilst every effort had been made to provide as accurate a programme as possible the details will change as new speakers are confirmed. This website will be updated with new changes as they occur.
Registration
Prior registration is recommended to ensure appropriate logistical arrangements and catering. Please reserve your place by visiting www.bsci.org.uk/meetings-and-courses/meetings

Delegate fees
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BSCI member</th>
<th>Non-member</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Consultant / Career Grade</td>
<td>£99.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical Trainee</td>
<td>£49.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHP</td>
<td>£49.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retired Consultant/Career Grade</td>
<td>£49.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Enquiries
If you require further information regarding this seminar, please contact us on 01360 551082 or by email at contact@bsci.org.uk

Accreditation
11 CPD credits have been awarded for the meeting by The Royal Colleges of Radiologists.

Abstracts
Submission can be made through the website at www.bsci.org.uk/images/meetings/2016_BSCI_BSCCT_Abstract_invitation.pdf Accepted abstracts will be published in Heart. Bursaries are available for the best abstracts. The deadline for abstract submission is the 6th March.

Accommodation
Numerous Hotels are located in the centre of Birmingham close to the course venue www.visitbirmingham.com

For information about driving to the Post Graduate Centre Queen Elizabeth Hospital Birmingham please go to the following link conferences.uhb.nhs.uk/about-qehb/how-to-get-here-directions/.

Parking
At the hospital is available although there is a charge for this. Further information can be obtained at the following link www.q-park.co.uk/parking/birmingham/q-park-qehb.

Travelling to Queen Elizabeth Hospital and the old QE by train
- The nearest station to the hospital is University station, which is less than 10 minutes’ walk from the hospital.
- A minibus service is also available, which carries patients, visitors and staff from University station to the Birmingham Women’s Hospital, both the old and new Queen Elizabeth Hospital buildings and the Mental Health Trust.
- University station is on the Cross City line. There are trains approximately every 10 minutes from New Street station in Birmingham city centre (final destination: Longbridge or Redditch).

On arrival at the hospital make your way to the Post Graduate Centre which is separate building yards from the main Hospital entrance. Staff at the main hospital information desk can give directions.

For general information about the venue please go to the following link conferences.uhb.nhs.uk